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"Deadly Struggles Within the Roman Republic"

1. Describe the basic differences between the Optimates and Populares.

2. Were the Optimates and Populares political parties?

3. What did Tiberius Gracchus do?

4. What happened to him?

5. Why was Gaius Marius called a "novus homo"?

6. How many times was Gaius Marius consul?

7. Describe Sulla's policy of "proscription".

8. What had Spartacus done?

9. What did Pompey accomplish in the Mediterranean Sea?

Label these men P for Populares or O for Optimates:

1. Tiberius Gracchus ________
2. Gaius Sempronius Gracchus ________
3. Gaius Marius ________
4. Lucius Cornelius Sulla ________
5. Gnaeus Pompeius ________